
Group Study Outline 
(Group Studies in these notes are deliberately sketchy, leaving leaders more scope to 
develop their own route through the passage ... with space for lots of telling application.) 
 
 

Introduction 

Imagine if Jesus Himself wrote a letter to us at Emmanuel, or to our home 

group: what would he say?  That’s what we’re listening to in Rev 2-3. 

Read Revelation 3:7-13 

 

Questions 

Each of the seven letters follows the same pattern: 

 How is Jesus Christ described?  cf Isaiah 22:22 

 What is the good that Jesus praises in the church in Philadelphia? 

 What does Jesus rebuke in the church in Philadelphia? 

 

 

 

Look up Acts 14:27; 1 Cor 16:9; 2 Cor 2:12; Col 4:3.   

In the light of these passages, what do you think is the ‘open door’ in v 8? 

 

What challenges does the church in Philadelphia face in walking through 

the door of opportunity that Jesus opens up for them? 
 

 what would you say from this letter to those who feel they ‘have but 

little power’ (8)? 
 

 how does this letter encourage those who need to ‘endure patiently’ 

(perhaps because they are facing hardship or opposition) (10)? 

 

 

 

What promises does Jesus make to Christians engaged in seizing 

opportunities for exciting gospel advance? 

 

In particular, in the context of this letter, how is the imminent return of 

Jesus (11) to encourage us? 

 

 

 

Cf Application section for more possible questions here 

 

 

 

Conclusion: 

Does this particular ‘cap’ fit us at Emmanuel?  How/how not? 

What would Jesus say to us from his letter to the Christians in Philadelphia? 

Revelation 3:7-13 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 

 

 

Theme Sentence 
 

The ruling Jesus opens up opportunities for gospel advance to his church; 

don’t fail to make the most of them because you feel weak or opposed.  
 

 

 

A Rough Guide to Philadelphia 
 

 Philadelphia was in an area that was dangerously volcanic.  The 

earthquake that devastated Sardis had almost completely demolished 

Philadelphia too.  But by the AD90s, funded in part by an imperial grant, 

the city had been completely rebuilt. 
 

 The intention behind the rebuilding was to make Philadelphia a centre of 

civilisation from which Greek language and manners would spread far 

and wide.  It was built on a major Roman road, and its geographic 

location made it a gateway to the large central plateau of the region we 

now call Turkey (and from there, towards the East).  It was a base for 

missionary expansion of the Roman ideal.  That the exhortation of this 

letter is for bold Christian missionary expansion is no mere coincidence! 
 

 

 

Application    
 

 What doors of opportunity has the sovereign Jesus opened to us?  Are 

we feeling that we ‘have but little power’, and daunted by the task?  The 

picture of Jesus who opens doors that no-one can shut is a great 

encouragement when we feel enfeebled: am I encouraged?! 

 

 Jesus’ challenge to us is to ‘keep my word about patient endurance’ and 

press on boldly in gospel expansion.  It is easy for fear of hardship or 

opposition to mean that we don’t patiently endure and press on.  Will we 

instead ‘keep Jesus’ word’ about this?  Again, what doors of opportunity 

has the sovereign Jesus opened to us? 
 

 ‘If we become a pilgrim in this life, we will be a pillar in the next. If we 

go out through the door of service, we will never go out of the security 
of paradise’ (Stott).  How is the promise to ‘the one who overcomes’ 

motivating me to make the most of the opportunities for exciting gospel 

advance that the sovereign Lord has opened? 

 



Structure 

 

All seven letters in Revelation 2-3 follow the same pattern: 

 the words in each letter come from Jesus (described in terms of 1:12-

20), addressed to the angel (who is, probably, the church’s minister); 

 Jesus’ I know your ... praises the good in each church (but not Laodicea) 

and rebukes their shortcomings (but not Smyrna or Philadelphia); 

 Jesus exhorts us to listen properly (he who has an ear, let him hear) and 

encourages he who conquers with a promise from chapters 21-22.  

 

Commentary 
 

7 Jesus is described as the true one (cf ‘the one who is true’ in 1 John 

5:20, and the Faithful and True on the white horse of Rev 19:11). 
 

 The key of David etc is not referring back to the keys of Death and 

Hades (1:18) but to Isaiah 22:22 which is about Eliakim, Hezekiah’s 

chief steward, chosen to negotiate on behalf of Judah with the Assyrian 

besiegers (2 Kings 18:18).  This vital role is given to him by God ... as 

‘my servant’ (a title in Isaiah that links to David cf 37:35), with 

authority as a father (ie ruler) over the people, who will even ‘become a 

throne of honour’.  All in all, this exalted language is strikingly similar 

to Isaiah 9:6-7.  Now Revelation 3 makes it clear that ‘this peg in a 

secure place’ prefigures Jesus, who, like a steward ‘faithful ... over 

God’s household’ (Heb 3:6) has been given the throne of his father 

David (Luke 1:32).  No-one can undo his actions (ie shut what he has 

opened), for Jesus has greater and eternal sovereignty over an even 

greater and eternal kingdom. 
 

8  This sovereign Jesus can say I know your works (cf 2:2, 19; 3:2, 15).  

And what Jesus knows about them is that they have kept my word and 

not denied my name (cf Mark 8:38; Rev 3:5c): perhaps these two 

things are actually the same thing (ie you keep Jesus’ word by not 

denying his name).  In particular (cf 10), they’ve done that with patient 

endurance, in the face of opposition. 
 

 The Jesus who opens doors that no-one can shut has set this door 

before them.  What door?  Elsewhere in the NT, we’re told about an 

opened door ‘of faith to the Gentiles’ (Acts 14:27), ‘for effective work’ 

(1 Cor 16:9), and for gospel preaching (2 Cor 2:12; Col 4:3).  The 

Christians in Philadelphia may feel feeble and unimpressive (cf 1 Cor 

1:26-31) with their little power, but this should not deter them, for the 
sovereign Lord has opened opportunities for exciting gospel advance.  

 

9 It seems as if the opposition (that they are having to endure, and which 

may tempt them to hide away instead) comes from Jews.  But Jesus’ 

encouragement for them to move out boldly with the gospel is that 

their persecutors are actually the synagogue of Satan (cf 2:9).  In other 

words, they may claim to be part of God’s people because of their 

ancestry, but this is a false claim (hence, they lie or ‘slander’ cf 2:9).  

‘Not all Israel are Israel’ (Rom 9:6b): it is those who share the faith of 

Abraham who are Abraham’s children (cf Gal 3:7-9; Rom 4:12ff). 
 

It is a frequent theme in the Bible that the enemies of God’s people will 

one day have to admit that God’s side is the winning side and they were 

in the wrong (as Joseph’s brothers bow down in Gen 42:6).  For example: 

 other nations are to be bound and to bow down to acknowledge 

‘God is in you … there is no other god beside him’ (Isaiah 45:14); 

 those who afflicted and despised you will bow down and call you the 

City of the Lord (Isaiah 60:14). 

But here, instead of Gentiles bowing at Jewish feet, it will be Jews 

bowing down at Christians’ feet to acknowledge that ‘God is in you’ (!) 

and that that the community of Jesus are the new Israel.   
 

I have loved you in the sense of ‘Jacob I loved, but Esau I hated’ (Rom 

9:10-13) meaning that God elected one to serve the other.  Those-

who-say-they-are-Jews-but–are-not will learn that God’s sovereign 

election was of Christians: like Esau, they were in the family, but ‘hated’. 
 

10 Presumably you keep Jesus’ words about patient endurance by 

enduring patiently, which is exactly what these Christians have done in 

the face of (unspecified) difficulties.  In 1:9, the phrase the patient 

endurance ... in Jesus suggests that part and parcel of following Jesus 

is that patient endurance will always be required (cf 2 Tim 3:12).   
 

 The promise is that since the Lord knows how to rescue the godly from 

trials (2 Peter 2:9), he will keep those who keep his word (- it’s exactly 

the same word in the Greek). 
 

 On the other hand, there is a terrible judgment coming on those who 

dwell on the earth (cf 6:10; 8:13). 
 

11 In this context, the Jesus who is coming soon is the one who is coming 

bringing my recompense ... to repay those dwelling on the earth (cf 22: 12).  
 

 What the church in Philadelphia is to do is to hold fast what you have 

(cf 2:13, 25).  The one thing we know they have is patient endurance: 

they mustn’t let go of that.  Presumably, I conquer (12) if I hold fast! 
 

12 The promise offered to Philadelphian Christians is to be made ‘a pillar’, 

in other words given a position of importance, implying stability and 

security (cf 1 Kgs 7:21 for the actual pillar in the temple, and Jer 1:18-

19; Gal 1:9 for that idea used as a metaphor for describing people). 
 

 Also, they will have a name written on them.  We learn in 14:1; 22:4 

that having his name on our foreheads means assured access.  The 

name of the city is the new Jerusalem (21:2) coming down out of 

heaven (21:10): the significance of this is that the city’s ‘name’ is ‘the 

Lord is there’ (according to Ezek 48:35): nothing can separate the 

patient endurer from being in his presence for ever (21:3).  Wonderful! 


